
SACD Analyzer Replica Stamper 1X 
Single solution for analyzing SACDs 
Consists of 
- SACD Analyzer Replica Stamper  
- Modified CD Analyzer Replica Stamper Master  

CD and high density (HD) stamper analysis 
According to the Philips Scarlet and Red Books 

Integrated Philips Pit O’ Resc Board
PSP measurement (Level & Jitter) 
Bit 2 Bit verification (for HD Layer) 
SACD Format Check (for HD layer) 

The DaTARIUS SACD Test Tandem was the first system on the market designed to analyze the SACD format. The 
SACD Test Tandem consists of a SACD Analyzer Replica Stamper and a CD Analyzer Replica Stamper Master.  

The hardware and software of these analyzers are modified to be able to test SACD discs, half discs, and stampers. 
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SACD 
Currently, there are three types of SACD available: 
one with a single HD layer, a second type with two HD 
layers and a third disc called the Hybrid SACD. 

SACD Hybrid Disc: a dual layer medium 
The Hybrid SACD represents the bridge between 
conventional CD and the new SACD format. 
A hybrid SACD consists of two discs: A Red Book 
specified CD layer and an HD layer with DVD 
characteristics. Both discs are 0.6 mm thick, and 
bonded together like DVDs. Analyzing this format 
requires specialized equipment that can test both 
conventional CDs and DVD-like discs. 

As the first company to offer test equipment for SACD, 
DaTARIUS carefully studied the SACD format and 
the requirements to test it. The result is the DaTARIUS 
SACD Test Tandem: a compact unit that provides all 
the tools for a replication site to analyze SACDs, 
SACD half discs (CD and HD layer) and SACD 
stampers.

Testing the CD layer and stamper of SACD 
Hybrid Discs 
The specially modified DaTARIUS CD Analyzer 
Replica Stamper Master 1X 2X enables users to 
analyze the CD layer of a SACD (also as a half disc 
before bonding) and its stamper. The CD Analyzer 
RSM 2X has many unique features including double 
speed measurement, automated calibration for both 
speeds, and the unique patented Stamper Adapter, 
which protects the nickel substrate. 

With this new adapter design, the CD Analyzer RSM 
2X can analyze both stampers (with inner hole 
diameters ranging from 15 to 37.6 mm) and replicas 
with high precision. A barcode identifies the adapter so 
that the proper calibration settings and data for 
amplifiers, filters, and servos are automatically 
downloaded. 

Testing the High Density layer and stamper of 
SACD Hybrid Discs 
The DVD-like High Density layer and its stamper can 
be tested with the specially modified DaTARIUS SACD 
Analyzer RS 1X, a unit that analyzes both DVD 
stampers and replicas, and now SACDs as well. 

The SACD Analyzer RS 1X is based on the Pulstec 
DVD reference pick-up head and includes Radial Tilt 
Control for Jitter measurement as well as focus offset 
compensation, slicing level adjustment, and tracking 
offset compensation for detailed Jitter analysis. 

The DaTARIUS patented stamper adapters protect the 
stamper, make sure the stamper is correctly 
positioned, compensate for lack of substrate, and hold 
the stamper flat to ensure correct readings. DaTARIUS 
supplies stamper adapters with inner hole diameters 
ranging from 20 to 37.6 millimetres. 

The DaTARIUS SACD Test Tandem: the package 
The DaTARIUS SACD Test Tandem is mounted in an 
industrial 24 HU rack, which has a built-in central 
power supply unit, and consists of: 
• One SACD-modified CD Analyzer RSM 2X  
 plus adapter, 
• One SACD Analyzer RS 1X plus adapter 
• CS-4/WIN software package  
 (from release 6.0 onwards) 
• Colour monitor 
• Colour printer 
• Mouse and keyboard 
• Software manual, operating manual, tool box 
• Calibration disc and calibration file 

Combining Analyzers 
The analyzers for SACD can be combined with other 
DaTARIUS analyzers in the same rack. 

Content may change without notice 
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